
New and Improved High Performance Large Capacity Double 
Door Drying Cabinet 

BENEFITS:  Large load capacity.  Fast drying times.  Energy saving sensor drying.   
    Suitable or most textiles, delicate and robust. Convenient airing cupboard storage. 
 
FEATURES:  Ergonomic hanging rail system.  Interior lighting when the doors are open.    
          Automatic cool down period.  Lint screen filter.  Easy to use and maintain. 
 
INSTALLATION:  Available in two versions for connection to either a 230 volt single phase or three  
          phase and neutral 400 volt supply. Ventilation to out side atmosphere is    
    recommended. Rigid metal  125mm diameter ducting material is preferred - not  
          supplied. The cabinet must be fixed to a solid wall.  

D r y i n g     C a b i n e t  TS - 5121 

This electrically heated cabinet offers two 
temperature settings to suit a range  of textiles 
including outdoor clothing,  workwear and 
general laundry.  Ideal for garments that could 
be damaged or suffer degradation in a tumble 
drier.  Fast drying times at  a maximum 
temperature of 80oC can be achieved, 
alternatively a lower temperature setting for 
synthetic and delicate fabrics can be selected.  
The cabinet is particularly suitable for the fire 
and rescue services, utility providers, sports 
and leisure facilities and professional laundry 
services. Especially useful in situations where 
rain soaked outside clothing needs to be dried 
off quickly! The dual fans ensure that the heat 
is evenly distributed within the cabinet. The 
drying process is sensor controlled to save 
energy and if  the doors are opened during the 
cycle the unit shuts down to prevent heat being 
wasted.  The standard cabinet is supplied with 
a stainless steel hanging rail system that can 
be rotated outwards to assist the loading 
process. The interior of the cabinet is 
illuminated when the doors are open.  A single 
stainless steel  hanging rail  is available as an 
alternative option to the standard hanging rail 
assembly and is ideal for long and heavy 
garments. 

 Improved sound and heat insulation to all 
external panels 

 Ergonomic handle to full length of the door 

 Improved accessibility for service and  
maintenance 

 Adjustable wall fixing brackets 

Model TS-5121 



  Drying Cabinet  TS- 5121            

We reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. Ref. TS-5121 01/18 

Intertek                                IP X4 

Approx wet weight                  8kg 

Single phase            230V ac. 50Hz 

Fuse rating                          32 amp 

Or 

Three phase + N     400V ac. 50Hz 

Fuse rating                    3 x 10 amp 

                                          2 x 85W 

                                                6kW 

                                                  

Height                        1805mm 

Height Adj.         (+ 15mm) 

Depth                       590mm       

With Door Pull          (+ 5mm) 

Width           1195mm 

                                              128kg 

White / Top fascia and panels Grey 

Diameter                             125mm 

     250m3 /hour  

Maximum                                23m 

Maximum                        65 dB(A)   

ENCLOSURE CLASS 
CAPACITY                                                   
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY 
 
 
 
 
MOTOR 
HEATING ELEMENT 
OVERHEAT CUT-OUT  
DIMENSIONS 
 
 
 
 
WEIGHT 
COLOUR 
EXHAUST DUCTING 
FAN CAPACITY 
EFFECTIVE DUCT LENGTH 
NOISE LEVEL  

SPECIFICATION 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION  
Setting             Temperature   
WHITES   70 - 80OC   
SYNTHETICS   60 - 70OC     
 
Drying time   45 - 60mins 
Drying capacity   72 g/min* 
Energy consumption/kg  0.7 kWh 
   
*Values quoted above are approximations and will vary with type of load and ambient conditions and are  

The cabinet shown with standard hanging rail assembly.  

Cabinet shown fitted with optional stainless steel hanging rail. 
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